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5G networks could transform – and improve – all the critical components of healthcare, a subject especially meaningful today
as the spread of the coronavirus has put unprecedented stress on healthcare systems around the world. It promises to
provide essential levels of connectivity to enable a new health ecosystem, one that can meet patient and provider needs
accurately, efficiently, conveniently, cost-effectively and at a substantial scale.
5G’s features could prove valuable for a range of healthcare applications – from telehealth to remote surgery, from
transferring of large medical files to tracking patient movements inside facilities, from the use of wearables for real-time
monitoring to delivering continuous treatment support to patients.

A new health ecosystem
As use of 5G in healthcare increase and new applications are built powered by robotics, IoT and AI, a new
connected and value-based healthcare ecosystem will take shape. In our view, this new ecosystem will have four
primary characteristics “4P medicine”: it will be predictive, preventive, personalised and participatory with below
characteristics.
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Equipped with a constant flow
of instantaneous data on
patients’ vital signs and
relevant alerts, blended with
information on lifestyle
behaviours and social factors,
the new health ecosystem will
be better able to predict risks
to patients.

Being predictive boosts the
ability to take preventative
action. An apt example —
especially relevant in the context
of the COVID-19 outbreak — is
the ability to track and trace with
unprecedented accuracy the
location and proximity of vast
numbers of people using
smartphone apps, as evidenced
in South Korea.

The combination of constant
real-time health monitoring
over 5G networks will
provide substantial
opportunities for
personalising people’s
healthcare experiences and
interventions.

In the 5G-enabled health
ecosystem, patients will
become less passive
consumers of healthcare and
more engaged participants in
driving their own outcomes.
Currently, the average patient
in the US has more than 5,000
waking hours to care for
themselves.

How 5G can connect a post-COVID healthcare
ecosystem in Mainland China
A PwC economic study forecasts that 5G applications in
healthcare will yield a US$530 billion benefit to global GDP
by 2030.
In response to the pandemic, Chinese telecom operators
such as China Mobile and China Telecom have
collaborated with hospitals and technology companies like
Huawei and CloudMinds Technology to utilise 5G networks
for telemedicine consultation, remote CT scanning and
remote ultrasound testing across China. The outbreak has
evolved these 5G applications such as teleconsultation,
intelligent medical and nursing robots from the experimental
stage to clinical use and in hospitals.

The privacy challenge
However, to realise the full potential of 5G networks in healthcare, network security and data privacy are
paramount. In our view, there are three prongs to a robust and effective cybersecurity and privacy strategy for
5G networks used in healthcare:
Zero-trust approach
There should be a robust security
posture from end to end for all devices
and software on a 5G network. Each
device and applications must be
assessed for cyber risk and allowed
access to network resources only if they
meet high security standards. Also, all
software must be constantly checked for
vulnerabilities and malware.

Universal encryption

Orchestration by AI
Machine learning and AI should play a
big role in identifying and mitigating
mutable cyber risks, providing high levels
of automated intelligence to manage and
root out security intrusions across hyperdense communications and ultra-low
latency applications.

To minimise the risk of data being
compromised or corrupted, telecom
operators and other 5G participants
should adopt strong encryption methods
for traffic between endpoints and
services. These methods should be
flexible enough to be strengthened
progressively over time as standards and
risks evolve.

Government regulators and policymakers must develop rules and provide oversight to protect patient privacy as
5G in healthcare expands.

Recommended actions for telecom operators
The success of 5G-enabled applications will most likely depend upon considering what patients need most and
want. They should develop new 5G-enabled business models delivered through ecosystem of partners using
service contracts with payments linked to outcomes.
To co-create the 5G future in healthcare, telecom operators, technology and medical devices providers should
create solutions tailored for healthcare customers using human centred design tools to develop problem-driven
solutions for practitioners, nurses and patients.
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